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PowerDVDPoint is a powerful video converter and authoring software designed to meet the needs of those who want to create
DVDs and edit videos out of PowerPoint presentations. The program can convert presentations to DVD or any other video
format, regardless of their file size. You can also change the presentation audio, choose between image options and adjust the
video conversion settings. PowerDVDPoint is a popular DVD/video maker which converts PowerPoint slides to professional
videos. PowerDVDPoint is a PowerPoint to DVD converter that easily allows you to create PowerPoint to DVD, PowerPoint to
MKV and PowerPoint to 3GP. It supports all Windows operation systems and can convert PowerPoint to MKV, AVI, WMA,
MPEG, FLV, ASF, MOV, WMV, 3GP, MP4, MP3, AAC, AC3, M4A, etc. It is free for home users, and for professional users,
you need to pay $29.95 for the license. With PowerDVDPoint, you can: 1. Convert PowerPoint slides to video files with a few
clicks. 2. Convert PowerPoint to DVD or video format such as MP4, MP3, MOV, AVI, MP3, etc. 3. Convert PowerPoint to
DVD in your drive, and it will burn DVD for you. 4. Design DVD menu, DVD background, DVD title, and DVD pictures as
you like. 5. Add slide transition, create DVD slideshow. 6. Convert PowerPoint to Flash video, MP4, M4V, SWF, etc. 7. Import
and export PowerPoint to various formats. 8. The DVD image quality is good, and it's easy to burn DVD. PowerDVDPoint is a
power DVD maker and video converter. PowerDVDPoint can make all your PowerPoint slides and audio into DVD and other
video format such as MP4, MP3, MOV, ASF, FLV, WMV, 3GP, 3G2, MP3, AAC, AC3, etc. It can create DVD from
PowerPoint slides, all PPT, PPS, PPTX, PPSX, PPSX2, PPT DOC, PPT DOCX files, and it will convert PowerPoint to video
format such as MP4, MOV, FLV, WMV, 3GP, 3G2, M4V, etc. With the help of PowerDVDPoint, you can: 1. Create
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Ethics Beyond High School (EBHS) is a comprehensive tutorial on ethical decision-making developed for teenagers, by
teenagers. It teaches ethics, morals, values, leadership, problem-solving, and effective communication by teaching teens how to
identify and analyze the ethical issues in the real world. The program features a student-centered, integrated approach to ethics,
and a number of interactive features designed to make learning fun and interesting. It contains 7 modules with over 400
questions and answers on various subjects. Intellivision - Labyrinth System Description: Intellivision: Labyrinth System is a
platform game developed by TechnicSoft (a division of Atari) in 1984 for the Intellivision. Labyrinth System consists of three
titles: Labyrinth, Labyrinth II, and Labyrinth III: The Labyrinth of Time. The Labyrinth system takes advantage of the custom
game console's high-resolution graphics to emulate the visuals of the arcade version of Taito's Darius and Sega's Qix, which
were released in 1982 and 1983. According to Atari's official website, "TechnicSoft's ability to faithfully recreate the arcade
versions of Darius and Qix had a huge impact on the design of Labyrinth System". The back of the Intellivision manual contains
a list of the differences between the two arcade versions. Gameplay The player's objective in Labyrinth is to guide the
protagonist through a maze in order to find a way out. The maze is often a series of connected rooms with a number of obstacles
in the way. In order to navigate the maze, the player must use an in-game toolbox that contains a hammer, a hook, and a laser
pointer. Additionally, the player is able to find a number of items, such as keys, torches, and a magnet. These items are used to
unlock doors or to move objects around the maze. The main characters are two male ninjas who are able to fight against
monsters using techniques inspired by kung fu cinema. One of the two ninjas is armed with a katana (which could be upgraded
to a shuriken, a kunai, and later a ninja star) and the other ninja uses a ninja throwing star. The main character can carry a
katana (which can be upgraded to a kunai) and a small backpack. The backpack can hold the items needed to enter certain
rooms and solve puzzles. By holding the controller's fire button, the player will turn off the handheld's screen so the player can
concentrate on searching for the keys needed to 1d6a3396d6
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PowerDVDPoint Lite is a software application whose purpose is to help you convert PowerPoint presentations to DVD or other
video formats. The tool is able to preserve PowerPoint animations, transitions, sound, and other effects. It works with all
PowerPoint versions and supports.pptx,.ppsx,.ppt, and.pps file format. Clean looks You are welcomed by a simple panel that
gives you the freedom to create a DVD out of PowerPoint presentations or convert PPT files to video files. The program
employs a step-by-step approach that provides guidance throughout the entire configuration process. Conversion capabilities
PowerDVDPoint Lite offers you the possibility to convert PowerPoint presentations to WMV, MOV, ASF, or M4V file format.
The converted videos can be played on external devices. The application comes with support for audio tweaking parameters that
allows you to change the audio channels, bitrate, bits per sample, and samples per second. When it comes to video options, you
can adjust the bitrate, frame rate, and image sharpness. In addition, you can automatically advance to the next slider after a
custom number of seconds. A menu designer helps you alter the background image or color, set up a title, and insert caption.
The conversion tasks are carried out pretty quickly. You just need to select the output format and saving directory. Final
remarks To sum things up, PowerDVDPoint Lite comes bundled with several handy features for helping you create DVDs or
video files out of PowerPoint presentations. If you are on the hunt for professional options, you can have a look at the advanced
version of the program, so called PowerDVDPoint Pro. It lets you make use of audio and video narration, work with 15 batch
conversion tasks, encode PPT presentations to a wide range of video formats (e.g. AVI, ASF, MOV, MKV, MP4, FLV, SWF,
DV, MPG, VOB, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, 3GP), apply multiple template themes, and benefit from technical support and software
upgrade. Description: PCX-DVD creator will help you burn PCX DVD movies to a DVD disc or a VCD disc. This is PCX
(Personal Computer eXchange) compatible software that can create a DVD or VCD that can be played in all standard DVD
players. With PCX-DVD creator you can easily burn VCD and DVD movies with your own video or

What's New in the?
PowerDVDPoint Lite is a software application whose purpose is to help you convert PowerPoint presentations to DVD or other
video formats. The tool is able to preserve PowerPoint animations, transitions, sound, and other effects. It works with all
PowerPoint versions and supports.pptx,.ppsx,.ppt, and.pps file format. PowerDVDPoint Lite is a software application whose
purpose is to help you convert PowerPoint presentations to DVD or other video formats. The tool is able to preserve PowerPoint
animations, transitions, sound, and other effects. It works with all PowerPoint versions and supports.pptx,.ppsx,.ppt, and.pps file
format. Clean looks You are welcomed by a simple panel that gives you the freedom to create a DVD out of PowerPoint
presentations or convert PPT files to video files. The program employs a step-by-step approach that provides guidance
throughout the entire configuration process. Conversion capabilities PowerDVDPoint Lite offers you the possibility to convert
PowerPoint presentations to WMV, MOV, ASF, or M4V file format. The converted videos can be played on external devices.
The application comes with support for audio tweaking parameters that allows you to change the audio channels, bitrate, bits per
sample, and samples per second. When it comes to video options, you can adjust the bitrate, frame rate, and image sharpness. In
addition, you can automatically advance to the next slider after a custom number of seconds. A menu designer helps you alter
the background image or color, set up a title, and insert caption. The conversion tasks are carried out pretty quickly. You just
need to select the output format and saving directory. Final remarks To sum things up, PowerDVDPoint Lite comes bundled
with several handy features for helping you create DVDs or video files out of PowerPoint presentations. If you are on the hunt
for professional options, you can have a look at the advanced version of the program, so called PowerDVDPoint Pro. It lets you
make use of audio and video narration, work with 15 batch conversion tasks, encode PPT presentations to a wide range of video
formats (e.g. AVI, ASF, MOV, MKV, MP4, FLV, SWF, DV, MPG, VOB, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, 3GP), apply multiple template
themes, and benefit from technical support and software upgrade. Description: PowerDVDPoint Lite is a software application
whose purpose is to help you convert PowerPoint presentations to DVD or other video formats. The tool is able to preserve
PowerPoint animations, transitions, sound, and other effects. It works with all PowerPoint versions and supports.pptx,.ppsx,.ppt,
and.pps file format. Clean looks You are welcomed by a simple panel that gives you the freedom to create a DVD out of
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System Requirements:
The minimum specifications in order for players to be able to use and play the game. CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD 5000 or better RAM: 4GB DirectX: 9.0 OS: Windows 7 or higher
HDD: 300MB required for installation Tablet or touch screen: Game Contents Chaos Kings 5,940 MB | 1,660,530 KB |
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